DIRTT
ACCESS FLOOR
AGILITY FROM THE FLOOR UP
With a finished height of just two and three quarter inches, all your power and network
cabling is within easy reach without compromising ceiling height.
Proprietary puck and webbing components snap together for a fast, straightforward
installation at a rate of 2,800 sq. ft. per day with just four installers. This clever design
leaves plenty of space for housing network and power cables and provides a strong
foundation for the Magnesium Oxide tiles on top. DIRTT’s floor tiles are fire retardant,
mold and mildew resistant, with the added benefit of robust acoustical properties. The
combination of the puck and webbing and MgO tiles creates a durable platform to last
for the life of the space.
Once the floor is in place, sub-trades simply open up pathways and lay in the cables.
No need for ladders or extra materials like cable trays. DIRTT Power and Networks in a
DIRTT Floor is 75% faster than a ceiling install, substantially shortening the construction
schedule. DIRTT Power and Networks use pre-manufactured/pre-terminated quickconnect components for even less waste on-site.
When it’s time to make changes to your layout, all your plug and play components are
right below your feet, ready to be quickly reconfigured. Your in-house team makes the
changes without having to source external labor.
On top of a satisfying ROI, the DIRTT Access Floor helps you build green. It is installed
efficiently in both new and existing buildings, and provides on-going agility without
renovation waste.
With a DIRTT Access Floor, your jobsite is safer and cleaner. You’re moved in faster.
Your infrastructure is easily accessible. It’s ready to match your changing needs quickly,
easily, and without bringing in trades. Building better starts with the floor, and that’s
where the DIRTT Access Floor gives you the advantage.
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